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Let (X, g) be a Riemannian manifold with Laplacian d, and let A be a bounded 
$DO on L’(X). The average d of A is defined as M(e-“bGAe”*“), where Mf= 
lim r- ,((1/2T) jTrf(t) dt) (weak topology). Formally the principal symbol of A is 
Mu, oG’, where G’ is the geodesic flow. When G’ is periodic (or, with some 
modifications, completely integrable) A differs from M(Op oA 0 G’) = Op(Mc, o G’) 
by a compact operator. We take up the opposite extreme where G’ is ergodic. When 
(X, g) is a compact hyperbolic surface, we may use representation theory of 
PSI&R) to directly compare these averages. We find that M(Op(u,,o G’)) # 
Op(M(e.4 o G’)) = OP(~,) (C is the space average, a constant). However, 
@u,> +I - (M(Op(o, 0 G’)) uk, uk) (k + co), where {a*} is an ONB of Laplace 
eigenfunctions. The latter is known to be CA (at least along a “generic” sequence of 
&‘S). c 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let (X, g) be a Riemannian manifold, let d be its Laplacian and let 
{ - &, z+} be the eigenvalues and (normalized) eigenfunctions of A. A 
fruitful method for analyzing the asymptotic behavior of the (uk} as k -+ 00 
is to “test” the uk against all possible pseudo-differential operators 
(Ii/Do’s): that is, to see what kind of limits (Au,, uk) has as k + 00. It 
is well known that such limits are of the form i oA dp, where oA is 
the principal symbol, and dp E Al, where A1 is the space of invariant 
probability measures for the geodesic flow. What is unknown is which dp 
shows up this way. (See [Zl] for references.) 
An inviting idea for studying the diagonal matrix elements (Au,, uk) of A 
relative to { uk} is to apply the so-called averaging method. This consists in 
replacing A by A=lim,,,((l/2T)~~~e~“~~e”~dt) (weak operator 
limit). Obviously (Au,, uk) = (Au,, uk). Indeed, A consists exactly of the 
* Research partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 84-02710. 
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diagonal matrix elements of A, so that [A, A] = 0. Since the matrix 
{{Au,, u,>} is evidently of central importance here, we will refer to it as 
the matrix of A. 
The main applications of the averaging method have been to (A’, g) 
where e if fi (or a minor modification of ,,6) is a periodic unitary goup. 
This happens exactly when the geodesic flow G’ on S*X is periodic. (See, 
e.g., [Wei, Gu].) In such situations 2 is a classical *DO with principal 
symbol cx(x, 5) = (l/z) 5; cA 0 G’(x, 5) dt, where t is the period. This 
follows by Egorov’s theorem (cf. [Tr]), as does the fact that A= 
Op(6,)+ i?, where Op(a) is the operator with symbol a and R, is an 
operator of order - 1, hence compact. One therefore has that (Au,, uk) = 
t”dc,4) uk, uk) + O(A;‘/2), so both spectrally and geometrically one has 
simplified the operator. 
In this paper we consider what happens to the averaging method when 
(X, g) is a compact hyperbolic surface. For such (A’, g) the geodesic flow is 
ergodic (in fact, mixing and with exponential decay of correlations, see 
[Si]). It is no longer clear what kind of operator 1 is. However, it is quite 
natural to consider A since on a formal level A seems to have principal 
symbol (5,=lim.,,((1/2T)ST=rr, 0 G’(x, 5) dt), which by Birkhoff’s 
ergodic theorem is almost everywhere the constant IseX cA do (dw = 
Liouville measure). Since Op(8,) is just multiplication by the constant sa, 
it is then natural to ask if (Au,, u~)N(O~(~~) uk, uk)=ca as k+ cx3. In 
fact, this does turn out to be the case [Snl, Zl, CdeV], at least 
(A% 3 u,&.) + 5, along a subsequence of the {uk} of “density 1.” 
It follows that A= Op(5,) + R, where R, is compact off of a 
“negligible” subspace (at least if the spectrum is simple, but this is a minor 
caveat). 
Conversely, one is tempted to prove this Egorov-type decomposition 
theorem for A directly via the averaging method. One approach is as 
follows; many variations come to mind. 
One begins with: for all T, 
(i) limk,,(Auk, Uk)=limk_,((1/2T)ST.e-“~Aei’v~ dt uk, uk) 
so 
(ii) lim,,,(Au,, z4k)=lim.,, lim,,,((l/2T) 
X p,e-“YGAe i’A dt uk, uk). 
Now by the Egorov theorem, 
(iii) e pirAAe”A = Op(o, o G’) + R,, where Op(a, 0 G’) is the $00 
with symbol cA o G’ in a fixed calculus of t,bDO’s on the manifold at hand, 
and where R, has order - 1. Since lim, _ ,( RIuk , uk) = 0, one concludes 
that 
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(iv) lim,,,(Ju,, u,)=lim,,, limk,,((l/2T) 
xSI~OP(OA~G’)~~U~,U~). 
Now suppose we can interchange limits. This will depend very critically 
on our choice of calculus. Thus, we ask 
(V) limT+ ic limk+ ,((1/2T) 1’ roP(aA O G’) dt Uk, uk) 
= (?) = lim, _ r lim ~-trn((1/2T)ST~OP(aaoG’)dt~k, uk). 
Suppose further that the T limit can be taken under the Op sign. Once 
again, this will depend critically on our definition of Op. But, if so, one 
would conclude from Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem that 
(vi) lim T-m((l/W J’T.OP(S ~G’)dtu,,uk)=(?)=(5,u,,uk)=CA. 
Taking the limit as k -+ 00 would then give (Au,, uk) + a,, as conjec- 
tured. 
In this paper we will consider the questions raised in steps (v) and (vi) 
for the special calculus of *DO’s developed in [Z2]. We will first show that 
the matrix of (1/2T) Jr T Op(a, 0 G’) dt has a limit as T+ 00, where Op 
here and henceforth refers to the definition in [Z2] (reviewed in Section 1). 
Second, we will show that the interchange of limits in step (v) is essentially 
correct. We believe this gives our special Op a special interest. However, 
our third result is that the limit in step (vi) cannot be taken under the Op 
sign. Finally, we will see that 
(vi)’ lim,,,(&,, u,)=lim,,, lim.,,((l/2T) 
x Jr, op(g, o G’) dt Ukr uk) 
so that the quite distinct operators 
-gCfiAe”fidt) and Fir”, ((1/2T)j~~Op(~l:lG’)dt) 
agree asymptotically along the diagonal (a similar assertion, left to the 
reader, applies to the off-diagonal terms). 
Thus the essential difference between the averaging method on manifolds 
with periodic and ergodic geodesic flow is that in the latter case one cannot 
take the limit under the Op sign in lim., ,(( 1/2T) Jr T Op(a, 0 G’) dt) (at 
least with the Op of [ZZ]). This is due to the irregularity of the dis- 
tributions { dU,}, associated by Op to the Laplace eigenfunctions { uk} by 
(Q(a) 24 k, uk) = J a dUk (a~ P(S*X)). It is important to point out that 
Op could be modified to circumvent this problem. Indeed, in [Zl, 221, we 
defined a notion of Friederichs symmetrization on hyperbolic surfaces, 
a + a’; so that OpF(a) = def Op(aF) is a positive operator when a > 0. As 
verified in [Zl], the symmetrized distributions {dU[} defined by 
(“p(aF) uk, uk) = J a dU[ are positive 9 smooth multiples of Liouville 
measure. It is clear that lim,, ,(OpF(a) uk, uk) = limk, ,(Op(a) nk, u,), 
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and also that lim T- al((W~) jr T OP% 0 G’) dt) = Op’(C,). On the other 
hand OpF fails to have the main properties which make Op a natural 
calculus to work with. In particular, Friederichs symmetrization does not 
commute with the right action of P&(R) on S*X% Z( Z’S&(R), so it 
does not preserve irreducibles. This makes it difficult to work with OpF 
directly and in particular we do not know whether the interchange of limits 
in step (v) is still correct. 
Indeed, it seems that Op is the optimal calculus for concrete com- 
putations on locally symmetric spaces, and that it is the source for infor- 
mation about other calculi such as OpF. Hence, even calculus-dependent 
results on Op seem to us of interest. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we recall that 
we need of representation theory of S&(R) and of $00 theory, and set up 
notations. In particular, we define our basic objects, the distributions 
{ dU,) above. In Section 2 we analyze the { dUk} in an invariant way, 
showing that they satisfy a PDE and finding their K-fourier series coef- 
ficients in each irreducible. In Section 3 we use the series expansions of Sec- 
tion 2 to find the asymptotic behavior as k + co of the components of dUk. 
In Section 4 we begin to look at the time averages of the dUk, and use sim- 
ple ODE methods to show that the matrices for (l/227 1: rOp(ao G’) dt 
converge as T + cc for certain fundamental symbols. In Section 5 we will 
compute the limits in a model, showing that the limit cannot be taken 
under Op. In Section 6 we discuss the interchange of T and k limits. 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON REPRESENTATION THEORY AND $DO THEORY 
The manifolds we consider in this paper are all of the form X,= 
Z\PSU(l, 1)/S’, where SU(1, l)= {(;a i) IclJ*- lpi*= l}, PSU(1, l)= 
SZJ( 1, I)/ & Z, and Z is a discrete co-compact subgroup. We will mainly be 
following the notation and terminology of [L, He, Zl 1. Thus SU( 1, 1) z 
sl*W) = v,{H, x, > W}, where H=(A -y), X, =(g A), W=( -y A). We 
also let V= (y A). PSU( 1, 1) acts on Z\ PSU( 1, 1) and under the derived 
representation H goes to the generator of the geodesic flow, X, to $ that of 
the horocycle flow, and W to that of cyclic flow in the circles of 
rc: S*X+ X. The corresponding one parameter subgroups are denoted 
A, N, K. 
Since S*X,= r\ PSU(1, 1) is compact, L*(Z\ PSU( 1, 1)) splits up into a 
countable direct sum of irreducibles for PSU( 1, 1). To fix this splitting, we 
will specify once and for all an orthonormal basis {uk} for L*(X,) and 
orthonormal bases (t+Qm> for the lowest (or highest) weight vectors from 
discrete series irreducibles. Then correspondingly we have split 
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L’(f\PSU(l, I))= 0 H{sk}, h w ere the irreducible 2 {sk > are classified 
as: 
(i) Trivial: sk = 1, .2’{,sk} = @; 
(ii) Principal continuous series: s,~iR, Z{sk} has a unique (up to 
scalars) K-invariant vector which we take to be uk above. Then an 
orthonormal basis for &?{sk) is given by {ek,2m}, where the ek,2m satisfy 
1 We 
i 
k.2m = 2mek.2m 
E+e k.2m = @k + 2m + l) ek,Z(m+ I) 
E-ek,2m=(Sk-2m+ l)ek,2(m-l) 
(*I 
They are eigenfunctions of eigenvalue (sk - 1 )(sk + 1) of the Casimir Q = 
(H2 + V2 - W’). Here E’ = Hf iv. 
(iii) Complementary continuous series: sk E R, 1.~~1 < 1. These %‘{sk} 
have a similar structure to the principal series Z{skj, except that the 
(ek,2m} defined by (*) are not of unit norm. 
(iv) Discrete series: s ,~ = m - 1, m E Z, m z 2. The spaces Z(m - 1) 
have a unique lowest weight vector $, (or else a unique highest weight 
vector). Then X(m - 1) has the orthogonal basis (I,+~ = em,,,, em,,, + 2, 
e m,m+4y ...I (rev., d own from $). Again the em,m + 2k satisfy (*), and are not 
unit vectors. 
The irreducible Z(sk} are unitarily equivalent to the following models: 
(i) Trivial; 
(ii) L’(S’) with usual inner product and with W+ d/de, H --) 
Sin 2e(d/de) + (Sk + 1) COS 28, x+ --) Sin2 e(d/de) -t ((Sk + 1)/z) Sin 28. Thus, 
(a) erw dv) =f(e + f) 
(b) e’“‘(S) = (e-2’ cos’ 8 + eZr sin’ e)-ccs + 1)‘2)f(tan-‘(eZ’ tan 0)) 
(cl e’~+f(e)=((1+(c0te-l1)2)/(1+c0te))~~~+l)’2f(COt~1(COt e-t)). 
The unitary operator V(s,): s(sk) -+ L2(S1) intertwining the represen- 
tations is defined by V(s,) ek,2m = e2ime. 
(iii) For the complementary series, the standard model is on 
L’(S’, Bk) with the invariant inner product given by (f, g)k = 
J;n Jr f(e) g(d) B,(e, 4) de dd with B,(e, 4) = (1 - cos 2(e - 4)) -((sn + 1)j2). 
(iv) For the discrete series [L, IX, Sect. 31 the standard model is on 
L&,,(l), v,), the L2 holomorphic function on the unit disc, with L2 norm 
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given by dv, = (4/4”)( 1 - r*)“-* r dr de. The representation of PSU( 1, 1) is 
given by 
ii,,(a)f(w)= (Bw+C?f- > where 0-l = 
The vectors (1, w, w2, . ..} are a complete orthogonal basis with 
One has H+ (W*- l)(d/dw)+mw, W+2iw(d/dw)+im, V+ ((W*+ 1) 
(d/dw) + mw), E+ -+ 2w2(d/dw) + 2mw. The basis ( wm is orthogonal and has 
the standard raising-lowering relations}. 
We will also use the 4 plane model [L, IX]. The representation E,,, with a 
lowest weight vector of weight m is unitarily equivalent to the represen- 
tation G,,* of PSL,(R) on H(m)= L$(h-, dv,), where h- is the lower 4 
plane, dv, = IYI” W ddy*h and Lib is the Hilbert space of square 
integrable anti-holomorphic functions on h-. The representation is 
g,,,(; $)-‘f(z) = (cZ + d)-“f((a? + b)/(cZ+ d)) (the upper t plane model 
conjugate to grn is a highest weight representation, so we must take the 
complex conjugate of what appears in CL]). Here 0,(X+) = -D, a,(w) = 
-(( 1 + 2’) D - m5, a,(H) = -(2zD + m), where D = d/d.?. 
We now turn to a resume of the $00 theory we will be using. 
This $00 calculus is based on Helgason’s Fourier transform on the disc 
D. Following [He], we let B denote the bounding circle of D, ((z, b) the 
horocycle through (z, b), and (z, b) the distance from 0 to ((z, b). Then 
the functions e(ij.+ l)<;,b> = t?j.,b(Z) give a complete family of eigenfunctions 
of the Laplacian on L*(D) as (2, b) varies. One defines Op(a) for 
UEC”(DXBXIR+) by 
Ok e(“+ l)<z,b> = u(z, b, 2) e(i”+ l)<z,b>. 
We assume the usual properties of the complete symbol a, namely that CI 
is asymptotically a sun of homogeneous terms in J., and has bounded left 
invariant derivatives (see [Z2]). The main property is that Op(a) 
commutes with translation T, from r iff u(yz, yb, A) = u(z, b, A), i.e., iff the 
symbol is defined on r\ B x D z r\PSU( 1, 1) = S*(X,). 
According to Helgason’s eigenfunction representation theorem, each 
eigenfunction 4A of A in P(D) may be written +A(z) = lb eCii.+ ‘K’*~> dT,(b) 
for some distribution TA E 9(B) (actually, analytic functional in general, 
but we do not need this generality). In particular our uk can be written in 
the form 
uk(z) = j ecirk+ ‘)<z,b> dT,(b), where Au, = -(ri + 1) uk, 
B 
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i.e., A,= -(ri+ 1). As we note in [Zl], e (‘Q + “(Go> G,(h) is a f-invariant 
(distribution) one-form. If we factor it as 
it follows that ek(yz, yb) = e,(z, 6), i.e., ek E 9’(f \D x B). It is geometrically 
evident that H( erirk + I )(G~) dT,(b)) = 0. Hence He, = (irk - 1) ek, X, ek = 0. 
Expanding ek in a Fourier series relative to K, ek = C,“= em ek,2n, one finds 
then that Eke,+ = (sk + 2n + 1) ek, 2(n f l), where sk = ir,. Since ek,O = uk 
(Helgason’s formula), the ek, 2n form a standard basis for %‘(s~). Thus ek is 
an eigendistribution of Q. 
The matrix elements (Op(a) Us, uk) are given by JfJs a(z, b, rk) ukek dw, 
where dw = e2<‘3h) db d vol(z) is the Haar measure ( = Liouville measure). 
Thus dUk = ukek dw. Unlike ek or uk, ukek has components in all 
irreducibles &?(sj). 
Finally, we note that our d is that of Helgason and Lang, which is 
4y2(8*/8x2 + a2/8y2) on h. So “exceptional” eigenvalues for us (i.e., com- 
plementary series representations) are eigenvalues Jtik of Q so that IAkl < 1. 
2. FOURIER ANALYSIS OF dU, 
Our basic objects in this paper are the distribution (dUk} defined by 
JadU,=KV( 1 a uk, ~4~). Writing dU, = ukek do as in Section 1, we see that 
(Opta) uk? - uk) = (a, &ek), where (f, g) = SfjPSL2fg dw (2 denotes the 
complex conjugate of g). In this section we will K-Fourier analyze Ukek in 
each irreducible (K= M(2) =exp(RW)). 
Much of what follows hinges (directly or indirectly) on the observation 
that uk’ziT; satisfies a simple partial differential equation: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (H2+4X$ +2iF,H)(u,q)=O. 
Prooj Let ac C?(r\D x B). Then (Cop(a), d] uk, uk) = 0. Let Pa be 
the complete symbol of [Op(a), d]. By Helgason’s theorem, 
0 = j” 1 Pa(Z, b, rk) dUk = (Pka, ukq) so Pt(uAq) = 0. 
FB 
But Pa(z, 6, rk)=e~(ir~+‘)<i.h>[Op(a), A] e”‘k+‘)<Z,h>= -(Aa+2(ir,+ 1) 
(VaoV(z, b))), where A and V act on the z-variable. 
Clearly, VaoV(z, 6) = Ha(z, b) as V(z, b) is the unit vector along the 
geodesic from z to b. 
Moreover, Aa(z, b) = (HZ - 2H+ 4X: ) a(z, b). Indeed, expand a(z, b) = 
C,“= Rio a,(z) b” in a B-Fourier series. Then Aa(z, b) = C,“=O(Aa,(z)) 6”. But 
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for B-invariant functions (i.e., K invariant functions), da(z) = Qa(z). 
Writing Q=H2+(2X+-W)2- W2, we get Q=H’-2H+4X: on 
K-invariant vectors. But H(b”) = X+(P) =O. So we have in general that 
da(z, b)= (H2-2H+4X:) a(z, b). 
Thus Pa(z, b,r,)=(H2+4X:)+2irkH)u. Let Pk= -(H2+4X: + 
2ir, H). Then Pt(ukq) = 0, which gives the formula. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let dp be any weak* fimif of the sequence {dUk). Then 
H(dp) = 0. 
Proof: This follows at once from the formula H(dUk) = (1/2i?,) 
(H2+4X:)dUk since rk+co as k-+co. 1 
Remark. This is well known (cf. [Wi]). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Define dl7j.k by S u dU,,= (Op(UI Uj, ok). Then 
(H2+4X: +2icH)G=(l,-Aj)G. 
Proqf As above, using (Cop(a), d] u), uk) = (2, - Aj)(Op(u) u,, uk). 1 
We now consider the irreducible components of the du,. Let 
L*(f’\ PSL,([w)) = es, &?(s,) be a splitting of L2 into irreducible com- 
ponents for PSL,(Iw), the s, counted with multiplicity. Let n,, be the 
orthoprojection of L* onto #(s,) (we will not put the splitting of a mul- 
tiple &‘(s,) into the notation, which should not cause confusion). Then x,, 
extends naturally to an operator from 9’(r\PSL,(Iw)) to g’(s,) (the dual 
space of C” n X’(s,)). Thus we have the eigenfunction expansion uk-i; = 
C,, ~c,,(u,&). To analyze the time average of G:(dU,) it clearly suffices to 
analyze that of G:(n,,(u,q)). Thus we consider only irreducible com- 
ponents from now on. 
Let us expand z,(u~~) in a K-Fourier series in 9’(sI). Let {e,,,,} be the 
standard orthogonal basis of X(s,) satisfying the raising-lowering relations 
(*) of Section I. We will suppose eL, = , u ii X’(sI) is from the continuous 
series (1.4) coming from our once and for all fixed ONB of L2(X,)), or 
e =I), if X(s,) f 1s rom the discrete series ($, coming from our fixed 
C%B of the lowest or highest weight vectors of the discrete series part of 
L*(r\ PSL*( KY)). 
Then rc,,(ukek) = C,“= -m(Giy e1,2n )(e,,2,/llel,21\2). It turns out that the 
Fourier coefficients satisfy natural recurrence relations. This will depend 
on the kind of representation X(3,) is, so we break up our discussion 
accordingly. 
(I) .X’(s,) is from the continuous series. It is easy to check that 
((e,,,,I( = (\Iz,,~,,(( (both are 1 in the principal series). We therefore break 
up Z’(s,) into YY” @ %Odd as follows. Let fE %(sI). Thenf- C,,,(J e,,,,) 
fe~,zmlHel.zml121. Write?W)=(f,e,.2,). Also~etf”‘-4IL<f, e~~,+e,-~,) 
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(el,~m/ll~l,2mllL) andJ‘“dd~4Cn(f,el,2m-el, 2m)(el,2m/l/el,2m/12). ThenJ‘” is 
even in the sense that p’(2m) =,pv( -2m), while fodd is correspondingly 
odd, and f=fev+fodd. In the standard models on the circle, f ev (resp. 
fodd) is a cosine (resp. sine) series. 
Now H = i(E+ - E- ) and G’ can be easily checked to preserve YP” and 
A? Odd, so we have decomposed our problem further. Moreover, it will turn 
out that the Fourier coefficients of x~(u~Q” and xI(ukZi;;)Odd satisfy simple 
recurrence relations. 
Indeed, 
4UkW” @ml = t(ukG eLzm + el,-2m) 
= 
icUk, ek, -2mel,2m + ek.2mel, -2m). 
Let E !Y= flek, p2me/,2m + ek,Zmel, p2m). E,,, Lk is a weight 0 vector, so it makes 
sense to apply A to it. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Even). 2 AE$‘= -(A, + ,I,+ 8m2) E:,+ (sk + 2m + 1) 
(s,+2m+ l)E?\, + (Sk--m+ l)(s,-2m+ 1) E$l,. 
Proof: Since WE,,, k,’ = 0 AEk,, = EfEp Eks,. We now make some elemen- 
tary computations coming’ from the relations of Section 1. 
(i) (E+E-ek,2m )e/,-2m=[(S2-2iW+ W2)ek,2mle/,p2m 
=(-~k+4m-4m2)ek,2,e,,-2,; 
(ii) (E+ek,2,)(Epel, -d 
=(sk+2m+ 1)(s,+2m+ l)ek,2(m+l,e,,-2(,+,,; 
(iii) ek,2mE+E~e,,~2,=(--,-4m-4m2)ek,2me,,~2,; 
6”) (E~ek,2,)(Efel, -zd 
For ek. - 2mel,2m one gets (i)‘-(iv)’ with -m in place of m. Thus 
(a) Ae k,2me/,-2m= -((IZk+;I1+8m’)~k,~rn~/,-~~m+(Sk+2m+ 1) 
X(S!+2m+1)ek,2(,+,,el-2(,+,, 
+(sk-2m+l)(s,-2m+l) 
Xek,2(m-l)e/,-2(~~l)~ 
lb) Aek, -2me,,an = - (2, + 1, + 8m2) ek, p2me[,2m + (Sk - 2m + 1) 
x(s,-2m+l)e k,2(Gm+l)e/,2(m~1) 
+(sk+2m+l)(s,+2m+ 1) 
’ ek,-2(m+ lje/.2(m+ 1). 
Adding (a) and (b) gives the proposition. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Odd). Ler U~,=f(ek,~Zme,,2,-eek,zme,,~zm). Then 
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J?,(u~~)“~~ (2m) = (u,, 02’) and 2 AOL’ = -(& + 2, + 8m2) 0:’ + 
(s,+2m+ l)(s,+2m+ 1) O::, +(Sk-2m+l)(s,-2m+1)OkL1. 
Proof: Exactly as for the even case, subtracting (a) from (b). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Even). There are polynomials f:‘(x) so that E:’ = 
f!YtA 1 u,cu/. 
Proof: Clearly Et’= ukul, so f$‘(x) E 1. By Proposition 2.4 (even), 
AE$‘= -(A, + A,) E$‘+ (sk + l)(s,+ 1) Et,‘+ (sk + l)(s/+ 1) E:!,. Since 
E,=E-,, we have E’;,’ = (A + Lk + 1,) uk u,/(sk + 1 )(s, + 1). Thus fF’(x) = 
(X + 1, + &)/(sk + l)(s, + 1). By Proposition 2.4 (even) we then get recur- 
sively 
f%x, = (x+k+&+8n2) fk,,(x, 
(sk+2n+ l)(s,+2n+ 1) 
(s,-2nt l)(s,-2n+ 1) 
- (Sk + 2n + 1 )(s, + 2n + 1) f “’ 1(x)’ 
which defines the required fn’s. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Odd). There are polynomials g:‘(x) so that O:‘= 
g:‘(A) 01. 
Proof: As in the even case, 
ok,, _ (A+&+h+8n2) ok,, _ tsk - 2n + 1 )($I - 2n + 1) ok,, 
“+I-(sk+2n+ l)(s,+2n+ 1) ’ (sk+2n+ l)(s,+2n+ 1) n--l’ 
Now O,=O, O,= -O-,. Thus Otl= ((A+&+1,+8n2)/(s,+3) 
(s, + 3)) 0:’ and onwards inductively. Thus g$‘= 0, gF’= 1, and henceforth 
the g,‘s satisfy the same recursion relations as thef,‘s. 1 
We now come to a basic fact about u,&, namely ~c;~~(u~C)=O for all 
k, 1. 
LEMMA 2.6. dUk (or ukZQ is an even distribution: nydd(ukq) = 0. 
ProoJ 7rpdd(z@J = Cm(uk, O~‘)(er,2m/lle,,2ml12). It therefore suffices to 
show that (uk, 02’) = 0. But (u,, 02’) = (uk, g:‘(A) OfJ) = g:‘( -A,) 
(u,, OF’>. So it suffices to show that (u,, Of’> =O, i.e., that 
(4, e k,-2e,,2) = (uk, ek,*e,,-,). But this holds 
* <wk,-22, e/,2> = <ukek,2, el.-2> 
- 
* <Ukek,-2, el,2> = <wk,29 el,-2) 
S80/82,&4 
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* (ukek, -23 E-u,) = (ukek.2, E+u,) as U, is real 
* (E+(ukek.-2)7 4) = (E-(w,,), u,> as (Et)*= -E--. 
But LHS=((s,+1)e,,,e,._,,Ul)+((s,-2$l)U:,U,)=RHS. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. (Op(X+ u,) Uk, Uk)= Ofi~ all (1, k). 
Proof: (op(x+ u,) Uk, uk) = (x+2& UkG) = {ti,& X+U,). But 
(U,c, x%-+ U,) = l/i?i(u,e,, (E+-E-) U,) = ((S,+ 1)/2i)(U,, 0,) =o. 1 
Remark. The off-diagonal elements are easily seen to be nonzero. 
Summing up, we get 
= (Uk, Kklf~) f 3,k,;‘(_ik)e1.2nr 1 
m= -cc lie I” f,2m 
We now turn to case 
(21) Assume &‘(s,) is the discrete series, with s, = m- 1, and with 
lowest weight vector t,!~, . Let (em,,, + 2n, PI = 0, 1, . ..) be the standard basis, 
with em,,, = $,,,. Then II,,, has the Fourier expansion 
The Fourier COefiCientS are <U,c, c?~,~+~,,) = (Uk, ek~~,,+2,,iem,m+Zn). 
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But 
4ek, - (m + 2n) em, + 2n )
= E+E- (same) 
= -(~k+m(m-22)+2(m+2n)2)ek,~(,+2,,e,,,+2, 
+(Sk-(m+2n)+l)(s,-(m+2n)+1)e,,~(,+2,~2,e,,,+2,~, 
+(~k+~+2~~l)(~,+~+2~+1)ek,~(,+2”+2)e,,,+2,+*. 
For II = 0, we get 
ek,-(m+2)em,m+2= 
(A + lek + m(m - 2) + 2(m + 2~)‘) ek -mem m 
(s,+m+l)(s,+m+l) ’ ’ ’ 
Therefore we get a recursion relation. As in case (I) this means 
ek,-(m+2n)em,m+2n =fZUA) ek,~mem.m~ 
where f L”+j 2n are polynomials satisfying f:m(x) = 1, f2’;fJ.x) = 
(x+&+m(m-2)+2(m+2n)*)/(sk+m+I)(s,+m+l), and 
f km n;+2n+2(x)= 
x+~,+~(~-2)+2(~+2~)2 
(s,+m+h+ l)(s,+m+2n+l)f”+2” 
k,m (x) 
-(Sk-(m+2n)+l)(s,-(m+2$+1) km 
(s,+m+2n+l)(s,+m+2n+l) fm+2n-2 
(xl- (2.2) 
Thus we have 
LEMMA 2.9. %hkek) = <oP(+rn) uky uk) C,“=,f~“,2,(-nk)(e,,,+2,/ 
I/e m,m+2nl12). 
Proof. The Fourier coefIicients (uk, ek, ~ Cm + 2n)em,m + 2n > equal 
(Uk,f~r;z,(A)ek,-mem,m) = f~‘:2n(-Ak)(Uky ek,-mem,m) = f??2nteAk) 
<uk?& $,>, and (“kqy II/,> = <“P($m) uk, uk). i 
3. BEHAVIOR OF dUk As k-, cc 
In this section, we use the results of Section 2 to give a partial result on 
the behavior of dU, as k + cc. Namely, we will show that the continuous 
series components x[(&q) are *-weakly asymptotic to the distribution 
(43 4 PL, as k + co, where &, is the unique even, H-invariant (i.e., 
geodesic flow invariant) distribution in 9’(s,) such that (u,, dp:,) = 1 (we 
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do not know if & is a measure). Moreover, the discrete series components 
are *-weakly asymptotic to the distribution (Op($,) u,,, uk) ,u”, where pm 
is the unique H-invariant measure on 9’(s,) such that ($,, dp”‘) = 1. 
Again, we will split up the discussion into the continuous and discrete 
cases. 
(I) Continuous series. From Lemma 2.7, we have that rr,(+~J = 
(Uky ukul) pkf, where pklEg’@t) is given by pkl=C:= mxff,+&) 
(e~,2m/llel.2ml12). 
LEMMA 3.1. lim,,, pk, = pdv (weak* limit). 
Proof Recall from (2.1) that 
(Sk - 2m + 1 )(s, - 2m + 1) 
-(sk+2m+l)(s,+2m+ l)f’il(-Ak” 
Let k + 03 to get the recursion relation for fi+,(co)= 
lim k4m(f~:1(-&)): 
Moreover, fi(co)= 1, fi(oo)=lim,,,(LJ(s,+ l)(s,+ l))=O. 
Now the weak* limit of pk, is computed by integrating pk/ formally 
against a rapidly decaying (in m) Fourier series in Z(S,) and taking the 
limit of the resulting absolutely convergent series. Thus 
weak*- lim pk, is p cc/ - 
k+m m= -cc 
This is obviously an even distribution, and the zeroth Fourier coefficient 
E@, = 1 = (u,, Pm,>. 
We only need to check that p,,is H-invariant. Let ,u;, - 
CZ= --m 4L(e~,h/lle~,h II ‘) be the unique even H-invariant element of 9’(s,) 
with (u,, pd.,) = 1, i.e., with qf, = 1. Then 
2Hpfv = 0 = (E+ + E- ) p:, 
s,+2m- 1 s,-2m- 1 
* II e,,2,-211 2 dm-2+ ,,e[,2m+2112 hn+2=Q 
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Ile r,2m+*l12~/+2m-l 1 
*&I+*= - ~~e,,,-,~~*Sl-2m- 1 q*m-2 
S,-2m+ 1 
= i,+2m+ 1 q&-2. 
Thus the 44,‘s satisfy the same recursion relation as the f!,J cc )‘s, hence we 
need only compare them for m = 0,2. By assumption qb = 1 so qb = fb( co ). 
Moreover, we have assumed qi, = q12m; since the recursion relation 
implies qi = -4: we must have q$ =O. Thus fi(cc) = q:. The lemma 
follows. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2. n,(dUk)..weak,y - (uk, ukuI) u&. 
ProoJ: I<~dwk)- (4, ul> dvTf>l d Ilu,IIm I(pk,-d,~f)l +O as 
k+co. 1 
We turn to case 
(II) Discrete series. From Lemma 2.8 we have rc,,,(~~q) = 
(opt+,,,) uk, uk) Pkmr where~k~=~,“=~~~‘:2~(-~k)(e~,~+2n/~~em,m+2n~~2)~ 
As before, pk,,, tends weakly to ~~~~~C~~~-f~+~~(~)(e,,~+~~llle,,,+~,II*)~ 
where 
f,(a) = 17 fK+,(~)=O 
andf:+,“+* (a)= -((S,-((m+2n)+l)/(s,+m+2n+l))f~+,,-,(oO). 
Now suppose pm is the unique normalized H-invariant distribution in 
~‘&A and write pm = ZL q~+2n~~m,m+2nlll~m,m+2nl12~. Then 
fw?=o~9;+2n+2= 
sm+m+2n-1 Ilem,m+2n+2112 
St?2 - m - %I- 1 Ilem,m +2n ~ *II 2c+*n-2 
for 12 2 1, while q;+2 = 0. As in case (I), the recursion relation simplifies to 
the one for f; + 2n, so pao, and & must be equal. Arguing as in case (I), we 
conclude 
LEMMA 3.3. %,@Uk)*-weak,y - <op($,) uk, uk) Pm. 
4. TIME AVERAGES OF THE {dUk} EXIST 
In this section we will prove that w*-lim., ,(( l/27’) 1: T G:(dU,)) exists 
if uk lies in the principal series, but blows up if uk is in the complementary 
series. 
Clearly, it will suffice to consider weak* limits against a E C” n X(s,) for 
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some I since linear combinations of such are dense in C”(T\P,SL,(R)). 
Less obviously, it will suffice just to consider the special cases where a is u,, 
X, u,, or $,,. This is so because the span of the translates (u,~ G’, 
X, U,O G’} is dense in Ck n J?‘(s,), and the span of { $, 0 G’} is dense in 
Ck n X(s,) (cf. [Zl]). 
Therefore, we only need to analyze the functions 
a,,(t) = (up G’, dU, >, 
a,:(t)= <lx+ u,jaG’, du,), 
and 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (I) Continuous series: Au, = -A+,, Wu, = 0, 
(i) ii,,- 2akl + i[ak[= e2*(iik, - 2ifkbk[); 
(ii) a:(t) = 0. 
(II) Discrete series: O$,= -A,$,, Ep$,,, =O, W$,=im 11/,. Then 
. akm - 2m(ik, + m2akm = e2*(iikm - 2ifkcik,). 
ProoJ (I) (i) Cik[(t)= (d/3ak,(t)= (Hu,oG’, dU,), so tik,-2cik,+ 
1,a,,=((H2-2H+;I,)u,oG’dUk). Now Au,=(H’-2H+4X:)u,= 
-I,u,, so 
. . 
ak/ - 2hk, + &ak[ = ((-4x: U,) 0 G’, dUk). 
But (X, f) 0 G’ = e’X+ (fo G’), as follows from the formula nsat = a,n,,-, 
(a, = ( f e-4,2), n, = (:, ;)) since G’ is right translation by a,, and exp(sX+) 
is right translation by n, on r\ PSL,(R). 
Now from Proposition 2.1 we get 
ii,, - 2‘ik, + Ajakl = e**( U, 0 G’, -4x: a) = e2’(iik,- 2irkbk,). 
(ii) By Lemma 2.8, nI(Ukek) is “even” (ike a cosine series). Since 
X, u, = (1/2i)(E+u,- E-u,), X, u, is “odd.” So a&(O) = (X, u,, dU,) = 0. 
But H preserves evenness: if SE A?(s!) with f- C,(f, e,,,,,/lle,,J) 
(e1,2n//le1,2nll) =def c,P(n)(e,.2ille,,s,ll) and f(n) =.ft-n) then it is easy to 
check that Hf(n) = Hf( -n) (note: Iler,2nll = I/e,, -2nll). So a;(t) = 0 for all t. 
(II) From E-$,=0 and E-=H-iV=H-i(2X+- W), we see 
that H$, = i(2X+ - W) (CI, = (2iX+ + m) t+bm. Thus (H-m)’ I/~ = 
-4X: $, and as before 
. . 
akm - 2mki,, + m2a,, = e2’(iikm - 2ir,a,,). 1 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose ak,(t) = (~~0 G’, dU,), U,E X(s,) in the continuous 
series. Then 
(i) ak,(t)= {a+e”‘+~)+a_e’(l~~)}{l +O(e’)} ast+ --00; 
(ii) ok,(t)= (b[‘+6:‘e-2i’k’}{l +O(e-‘)} as t--+ +co. 
ProoJ From Proposition 2.11(i), we have 
(1 - e*$) ii,, + (2ir,e*’ - 2) ri,, + A,ak, = 0. 
Changing variables to x = e’, this becomes 
1 X*(1 -X’)$+x((2ir,- 1)x*- l)i+n, iik,=O, 1 (**I 
where iik,(x) = a,,(log x). 
The equation (w) is easily seen to have exactly four regular singular 
points at x = 0, f 1, cc (corresponding to t = -co, 0, a). At x = 0, the 
roots of the indicial equation are v, (0) = 1 +_ m,. So the solution is 
given by a sum of x”~(*~~~~~ c,x” near x=0, proving (i). 
a,,(t) is regular near t = 0, so there is no need to discuss the regular 
singularities at x = f 1 (the indicial roots are 0, 2 - ir,). 
At x= cc the indicial roots vi =O, v2 = 2ir,. Thus ii,,(x) x 
b, C,“=. d,x-” + blx-2irk C,“=, e,x-“, proving (ii). 1 
Remark. ok,(t) is thus exponentially decaying as t --f -co. The behavior 
of a,,(t) as t + +cc depends on whether #(sk) is in the complementary or 
principal series. If Y?(s~) is principal, i.e., if sk = ir, E ilw, then a,,(t) is 
oscillatory as t + +co. On the other hand, if X(sk) is complementary, 
rk = it, with t, > 0. So ukl is exponentially increasing like e2rtr as t + +oo. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a&,,(t)= (3/,oG’, dU,), $,,E Z(m) in the discrete 
series. Then 
(i) akm(t) = O(te’) as t + --og (exponential decay); 
(ii) a,,(t)= (b$m+b~me~2ir’r)(l + o(e-‘)) as t + +a. 
Proof From Proposition 2.1(II) we have 
(1 - e”) fii,, + (2ir,e*‘- 2m) d-k, + m2akm = 0, 
i.e., 
i 
x*(1 -x2)$+x((2irk- 1)x2+(1 -2m))%+m’ iikm(x)=O 
1 
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with x=e’, Likm(x) = a,,(log x). Again, this equation has regular 
singularities at x = 0, + 1, cc, and we need only consider those at 0, co. 
The indicial equation at x =0 has v(0) = m as a repeated root. So the 
solution a,,(x) takes the form ci wl(x)+c2wz(x), where w,(x)= 
x”( 1 + C,“=O cnxn) and wZ(x) = xm( 1 + C,“=O d,x”) + C In xw,(x). Con- 
sequently, a,,(t)= Cte’“‘+ O(e”“) as t + --co, and we again have one- 
sided exponential decay. 
At x= co, the roots are again v = 0, v= -2iu,. Thus a,,(l) = 
(bg” + @‘ePzirkf) + O(e-‘) as t -+ co. As before the character of akm depends 
on whether rk is real or it,, t, E lR+. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. lim T+ ,((1/2T) Jr, G:(dU,) dt) exists if uk lies in the 
principal series, and equals C,, b$‘up’ + C,,, b$“,u,,,. bf(bt”‘) is, as above, the 
constant part of a,,(t) (ak,(t)) and ~7 is the even, H-invariant eIement of 
W(s,) such that s uI d&” = 1 (resp., the unique H-invariant element of W(m) 
such that j $, dp,,, = 1). 
Proof: By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, the weak* limit of (1/2T) 
Jr, G:(dU,) dt exists as long as rk is real. Obviously this limit must be 
H-invariant; also it must be “even.” So its component in Q’(s,) (i.e., 
w  *-lim 7+ ,((l/W jT,G:hWJ dt)) must be a constant multiple of &‘. 
Similarly its component in W(m) must be a constant multiple of of,,,. 
Integrating ((1/2T) SY, G:(dU,) dt) against U, (resp. $,,,) shows that this 
multiple is bf by Lemma 4.2 (resp., bt” by Lemma 4.3). 1 
The question now remains as to what 6;’ and 6;“’ are. We will see in the 
next section that they are nonzero in general; this essentially implies that 
the uniform distribution of eigenfunctions is not a consequence of the 
averaging method alone. 
We close this section by pointing out that 
2’T 1’ 
- 
(W(X+ ~1) 0 G’) Uj, uk) dt, 
r 
and 
also have limits as T + cc if neither uj nor uk is in the complimentary 
series. Indeed, we have 
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LEMMA 4.5. (I)(i) Let Uj,k,/(t) = (Op(u,o G’) uj, uk). Then if u,, uk are 
in the principal series, ai,,( O(e*) as t + -co, and ajkr(t)” 
C, a+e 
(irk + -,)I 
as t-, +a. 
(ii) Let a,&(t) = (OP((~+ U~)O G’) Uj, uk). Then aLk,,(t) = O(e’) as 
t -+ --OO and has the same oscillatory behavior as a,,,, as t -P +a~. 
(iii) Let a,,,,,(t) = (OP(+, 0 G’) u,, uk). Then aj,k,m(t) is exponen- 
tially decaying as t -+ -co, and has the same oscillatory behavior as t + +a~ 
(as case (i) or (ii)). 
Proof: (i) u,,,,,(t)= (t+oG’, u,e,). We have 
. . 
aj,k,I-2Lij,k,~+~~aj,k,~=~2*(U~~G’, -dx:(U,f?,)). 
BY 
Proposition 2.3, 
T 
(HZ +4x: + 2zrkff)(ejuk) = (nk-Aj) ejuk. so 
ti-22ci+I,a=e2’(ii-2irkLi+(Aj-Ak)a). Thus (l-e2’)d+(2ir,-2)(i+ 
(n, - Aj + Ak)a = 0. As in the case k = 1, one finds that as t  + -co, ajk, is 
asymptotic to a solution of ii - 2b + 1,~ = 0 (i.e., is exponentially decaying). 
As t  + + 00, ajk, is asymptotic to a solution of ii - 2ir,ci + (A.- ,?,)a = 0. 
The roots of the indicial equation are v + = ir, + v - ,I, + I, - rk. Recalling 
that 1 + r: = &, this says that v * = irk & Jm. Thus we get oscillatory 
behavior if both ,Ij and I, are principal series, and exponential increase 
otherwise. This shows (i). 
(ii) Let aJTk,z(f) = (oP((x+ Uz) o G’) Uj, uk) = <(x+ uz) ’ G’, ukej). 
From (H2-2H+4X:) u[= -I,u, we have 
-&X+ul=X+(H2-22H+4X;)ur 
=(H2-22H+4X:)X+u,+[X+,H2]u,-2[X+,H]u, 
Now [I-&X+]= +2X+, so [X,, H2] = -2(X+ H+ HX,) = -4HX+ + 
4X+. Thus, (H2 - 2H+ 1,) X, u,= -4X:(X+ uJ + 4HX,. uI- 8X+ u/. So 
a$, satisfies 
(&2Li+ A,a)=4Li-- 8a+e2’((X+ u,)oG’, -4X:(u,e,)). 
By Proposition 2.3, this becomes 
ii-6~+(~,+8)~=e~‘((H~-22ir~H+(;1,-~~))(X+ou,)0G’,~~e~) 
= e2’(ii - 2ir,ci + (s- &)a). 
As t + -co, uji, will behave like a solution of si - 6ri + (A, + 8)~ = 0, i.e., 
like e”” with v* = 3 f m,. This again means exponential decay as 
t --+ -co. As t + +co, a,:, will behave like a solution of 
ii - 2ir,ci + (Aj - I,)a = 0. 
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This is exactly like case (i) above, so ulk, will be bounded and oscillatory as 
t -+ +co if u,, uk are in the principal series. 
(iii) Let a,,Jt) = (Op(lc/,o G’) u,, uk) = ($, 0 G’, ukej). Then from 
(H-m)’ $m = -4X: $, we have that uj,k,m satisfies 
(ii - 2rnb + m’a) = e*‘(ti - Zir,ri + (Ai - &)a). 
Thus, as t -+ -cc we have the same exponential decay as with A, = 1,. For 
t--f +co, we get the same oscillatory behavior as for u,,Jt) in (i). 1 
Remarks. (a) It follows from Lemma 4.5 that apart from the com- 
plementary series, the matrix { (Op(u0 G’) u,, uk)} (for a = u,, X, u,, or +, 
above) averages to a block-diagonal matrix. Indeed, all the off-diagonal 
terms (Aj # A,) are purely oscillatory and average to zero. Thus, formally, 
lim T+~((1/27’)~~~Op(u~G’)dt) commutes with A. 
(b) One would question whether (l/277 1: T Op(u 0 G’) dt has a weak 
operator limit as T + co. It follows from the foregoing that the matrix 
elements A s? r (Op(uo G’)J; g) converge as T + cc for smooth enough 
1; g. But we doubt this holds for general f, g E L*. 
5. COMPUTATION OF THE TIME AVERAGE OF dUk 
In Section 4 we proved the time average formula: 
(5.1) 
where the first sum is over the principal continuous series representation 
and the second over the discrete series. The coefficients bt[, b,k” are defined 
by 
ukn( t ) - bF + bpe - ‘W as t --+ cc (n = lor m), (5.2) 
and &“‘, ,P were respectively the even normalized H-invariant element in 
g’(s,), and the unique normalized H-invariant element in Z(s,). 
Our goal in this section is to calculate b$’ and 6;“‘. In particular they are 
nonzero in general. The calculations will be performed in the special 
models for P,SL,([w) representations mentioned in Section 1. We may 
assume sk is principal, since the averages blow up otherwise. 
Let us begin with 
(I) Calculation of b$’ for continuous series I?, and principal 
series Sk. Recall that n[(#&) = (u:, ur) C,“= --oD f;‘( -~,)(e,,,,/ller,2,i12) 
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(Lemma 2.7). Now X(s,) is unitarily equivalent to a model irreducible 
representation of PSL,(R) on functions on S’ defined in Section 1. Thus 
we have an intertwining operator V,: Z’(s,) + z L*(S’, de) ifs, is principal 
series or V,: &(s,) -+ L2(S ‘, B,) if s, is complimentary (see Section 1). VI is 
defined by V,(e,.,,) = e2imB. Thus V, takes x,(u~~) to the function 
(distribution) (u: , u,) Gk,, where 
@k,(e)= f W”k$p 
???= -cc 
(5.3) 
Since @,, is an explicit function on S’, It is not surprising that we can com- 
pute its time average directly. 
Now ak, is n-periodic, so we only consider it on [0, n]. Then we have 
FR~PosITI~N 5.1. There exist constants okI and jlkl so that 
Q,,(e) =(sin e)-((Sl+‘)12) {~&,(l -f”” “) 
+P&t,(1 -y’“)]. 
where Fk,(u) = F(+( 1 + s,), (1 + sk) - 5( 1 + s,), 1 + s,/2, U) and G,,(u) = 
U -“/‘F(f( 1 + sl - Sk), +( 1 + Sk - s,), 1 - s&!, 24). (F is the hypergeometric 
function.) 
Proof: By Proposition 2.1 we have 
(ff*+dX: +2irkH)@kl=o crk E R). 
Now H2 + 4x5 + 2irk H = a + 2(sk + 1) H + 4X+ W. Thus 
[4x+ w+2(S,+ l)H+(S,- l)(S,+ l)] @k,=o. 
This equation intertwines to M,,@,, = 0, where 
(5.4) 
+2(Sk+f)(S,+1)COS2e+(S,-l)(S,+1) . 1 (5.5) 
We set 
1 
ii?,,=--- 
4 sin* e Mkl, 
x = cos 8. (5.6) 
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Then 
d2 
Bl,~(l-r2);j;i-(r,+s,+3)~~ 
+ 24% + 1 )(s, + 1) + (s, - 1 )(S[ + 1) 
4(1 -x2) 
- (Sk + 1 )(S, + 1). 
We continue to denote the right side by fik,. 
Now let y = (x2 - 1)’ u, r to be chosen later. One gets 
&~((X’-l)‘U)=(X~-l)r {c,(x)u”+c2(x)v’+c3(x)u} 
with 
Cl(X) = 1 -x2, c,(x)= -4rx-(s,+s,+3)x 
and 
c3(x) = 
2(s,+ l)(s[+ l)+ (s,- l)(s1+ 1) 
4(1-x’) -(Sk+ l)b,+ 1) 
c3(x) is a constant if we choose r so that 
r2+i(si+sk+l)r+ 
2(&c + 1 MS! + 1) + (3, - 1 Kc + 1) = o 
16 3 
i.e., if 
s,+s,+l 1 
r +=- 4 fp. 
We choose r + . Then fi,,(x2 - 1) u = (x2 - 1)” L,,u with 
L,,u = (1 - x2)u” - (Sk + 2)xu’+ &s,+ l)(S,- 2s, - 1)v. 
Change variables to u = +( I- x). Then 
d2 
L, + 41 -u) z + ~(l-2u)~+~(s,+l)(s,-2s,-l). 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
L,, is hypergeometric: ~(1 -u)(d2/du2)+ (c-((a+b+ l)u}(d/du)-abu 
with 
u=i(l +s,), b=(l +s,)-+(s,+ l), c= 1 +&. (5.13) 
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Since Lk,({(-4~)(1--))(S’+1)‘4~Pkl)=0 we have 
@,c,(~) = (( -4u)(l - u)P’+ lv4 Cu,c,Fk,+ Pk,Gk,l, (5.14) 
where Fkl and G,, are a basis for ker L. A convenient basis is F(a, 6, c, u) = 
Fk, and u’-‘F( 1 + a-c, 1 + b-c, 2 - c, U) = G,,(u) (see CO]). Substituting 
u = (1 - cos 0)/2 gives the proposition. \ 
Let us defme 
Def: tik,(@ = uklFkl (‘-;se)+~k,Gk,(l-~se). (5.15) 
We have 
PROPOSITION 5.2. IClkl(n - e)= tik,(f9). 
Proof: From Section 2 we have that rc,(uk?+J is an even distribution. 
Thus Q,,(0) = 1 + 2 Ema, f$‘( -&)(cos 2m0/j]q2J2). So @,,(n - 0) = 
Q&f?). But Qkr(8) = (sin 8)-((“‘+ *)j2) $&8) SO the same holds for Ifikl. 1 
FROP~SITI~N 5.3. I)~,E L”. 
Proof: The singular support of I+$~, is (0, rc>. But F(a, b, c, 0) = 1 and 
sk E ilw so by Proposition 5.1, tjkl is L” near 0. By Proposition 5.2, ijk, is 
L” near 71 too. 1 
COROLLARY 5.4. cPkl E L(S ‘, de). 
Proof: Immediately from Proposition 5.3 and the fact that 
(sin e)-((St+ 1)/2) E Ll f  or sI such that ]sJ < 1, or s, E ilw. 1 
Let us next introduce 
Def: p,(8) = C, [sin 281 -((s’+1)/2), (5.16) 
where c, is chosen so that (l/n) s; p,(8) de= 1. 
pr is the even, H-invariant distribution in 9(s,). Evidently we have 
Qk,(e) = c;l 12 ~0~ ep+ I)/* tik,(e) p,(e). (5.17) 
LEMMA 5 5 . . bk’= c- ‘2(‘/+ ‘M2ukl(~:, u,). 0 / 
Proof U,f(e) = (e-*’ cos* 8 + ezr sin’ 8) p((s’+ 1)/2)f(t. e), where t .8 = 
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tan-‘(ezr tan 0) (see Section 1). Therefore U,(f;o,)(fI) =.f(r .0) p,(e) for any 
f: Lettingf = Jcos ,I(“+ ‘)I2 tik,, we get 
u,@/Je) = D, (cos I e(‘s’+ I)!‘* $bk,(f. 0) p,(O), 
D,=c-lp/+l)i2 I 
Now as I + +co, 
‘0, e=o 
t.O+ @, 0 < 0 < n/2 
- 42, n/2 < 0 < i-l. 
(5.18) 
Thus Jcos l. 81 + 0 for 8~0, and is bounded at 0, while $,Jt.f3)~ L”. 
Hence we get that (1, U,@,,) -+ 0 as t + a3, corroborating Section 4. 
On the other hand, as t -+ -co, t .8 + 0 for all 8. Thus lcos t. eJ(“+ ‘)I2 = 
I(1 +e4rtan2 (3)I-((s/+1)/2)= 1 + O(e4’ tan’ 19). Since P,E L’ we have as 
t-+ -00, 
(1, U,@k,) - D,( 1, @!d(f @) Pi@) > 
- D, M 1, PI> + BM l,f(l-cosi-8)-‘.‘-2~p,)) 
as F(a, b, c, u) = 1 + O(u) as u + 0. Now 
(1 - cos t .Q))(sk’2)= ckeeZskr tan Fsk(l + O(f?’ tan2 (YI)))(~~‘~) as t + co 
for 0#n/2 as t + co 
0 1,L ?- (C 1 2T _T(l-COSf.e)-‘“‘*)dt > > p/ -+o 
by dominated convergence. 
The lemma follows. 1 
It remains to evaluate uk,. We will compute just enough to see that 
akl # 0 and in fact lim,, co akf exists. We will give the limit in the next 
section. 
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Recall that Qk,(z4) = Ok/( 1 - u), 
~Jdl - u)+ P/c&d1 - ~1. 
i.e., 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) Fk,(0) = 1. 
(b) F(a, b, c, u) = AF(a, b, c, 1 -u) + BG(a, b, c, 1 -u) with 
AJ-W~c-a-b) 
f(c-a) F(c-b) 
and B = f(c) r(a + b - c) 
r(a) T(b) . 
(c) G(a, 6, c, u)=CF(a, b,c, 1 -u)+DG(a, b, c, 1 -u) with 
CJ2-c)I-(-c-a-b) 
r(l-b)r(l-a) 
and D= -A 
(d) l=A’+BC. 
Proof: (a) By definition. 
(b) This follows from the connection formula for u + 1 - u CO, 
p.165],fromtheidentity(1-z)‘~‘~*F(c-a,c-b,1+c-a-b,1-u)= 
G(b,a, l+a+b-c,u), and from the fact that c=l+a+b-c for our 
values of a, 6, c. 
(c) It follows from the connection formula that some such C and D 
exist, when 1 + a + b - c = c. Now assume Re(a + b) < Re c < 1 [0, 10.093. 
Then 
G(a, b, c,O)=O* 
0 = CF(a, b, c, 1) + DG(a, b, c, l), and 
G(a, b, c, 1) = C. 
Now F(a, b, c, 1) = A [0, 9.101, so D = -A. 
The result holds for general (a, 6, c) with 1 + a + b - c = c by analytic 
continuation. 
(d) Plugging u=O in (b) gives (d). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.7. flk, = (( 1 - A)/B) Q,. 
Proof. By the evenness formula and Proposition 5.6 we have 
( ,:“A$3 -(A”+ 1))(;::)=@ 
The proposition follows. 1 
We can now determine Q,. 
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LEMMA 5.8. ak, is (l/n) 2- ““+ “i2’ tinies a rational function of values of 
the r function, given below. 
Proof: We have 
Qk,= ak,o (sin ()-((“/+I)/*) { *,(lyse) F 
We also have ( 1, Ok,) = 1. For both complementary and principal series 
representations, 
(1, Q/d) =; j; G,,(e) de. 
Let u = (1 - cos 13)/2. Then 
1 = i jf 6-m de = ak,(z, + I,), 
where 
[u( 1 - u)] p((s’+3)‘4) F(a, b, c, u) du (5.19) 
and 
11-A 
I*=-- 7c B 2-((s/+l)/2) 
..I 
1 
u-(~d4+~+~k/2)(1 _ ,)-cc sr+3)‘4)F(l +a--, 1 +b-c, 2-q u)du. 
0 
(5.20) 
Recall that j: up-‘(1 -u)+’ 0, b, G u) du = (0) ~(o)l~(o + P)) 
3Fz(a, 6, p, c, p + cr, 1). Thus 
,,=~~-((,,+,‘,*‘r(1’4--s~14)23F2 
r( w - sJ2) 
a,b,;-;,c,;-;, 1 (5.21) 
while 
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1-A 
I,=- Bn 2-((.a+ IP) Q(l/4)(1 -s/+2sk))~(t1/4)(1-s,)) 
n(w)(l -s/-Sk)) 
l+a-c, l+h-c,$(l-s,-s,),2-c,;(I-s,s,), 1 
> 
. 
(5.22) 
These special values of 3F2 are known. One has 
(1) Watson’s formula (Re(2c-a-b)>O) 
3F2 a,h,c,&z+h+l),2c,l 
( > 
f(1/2)r(1/2+c)r((1/2)(1+a+b))r((1/2)(1-a-b)+c) 
=~(1/2+(1/2)a)~(1/2+(1/2)b)~(1/2-(1/2)a+c)~(1/2-(1/2)b+c)~ 
(2) Whipple’s formula (Re c > 0) 
,F,(a, 1 -a,f,2c+ 1 -f, 1) 
d-(f) q2c + 1 -f) = 
( 
2*‘P1qC+(1/2)(u+ 1 -f))r((l/z)(u+f)) . 
.r((w)(l-a+f))r(l +c-(W)(a+f)) > 
Watson applies to I,, while Whipple applies to I,. Thus ak, = l/(1, + I,), 
where I,, I2 are. essentially rational functions of values of the r function. 1 
We will not need the precise expression for ak,, although we will need to 
know lim, _ m ak, later on. 
We now turn to case 
(II) Calculation of b, km for the discrete series X(s,) and principal series 
sk. We will do the calculation for the lowest weight representation rrm in 
the lower 1 plane model. Recall from Section 1 that 0,(X+) = -D, 
a,( W) - (( 1 - Z’) D + mF), and a,(H) = -(2FD + m), where D = d/dZ 
Then 
+f,,=(F-i)(?-i)D*+z(m+l-s,)D+ 
m(m - hk) 
4 . 
This is a hypergeometric operator, with singular points at Z= -i, i, co. 
Change variable to w  = t( 1 - E) to put the singular points at 0, 1, 00. The 
Mkm + fi,, where 
-i&,,=w(l-w)D2-;(2w-l)(m+l-s,)D- 
m(m - 2sk) 
4 . (5.23) 
580/82/l-5 
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This is in hypergeometric form with c = +(m + 1 - sk) and a, h the roots of 
the indicial equation at cx): 
r*+(s,-m)u+ 
m(m - 2.~~) 1 
4 
= 0, i.e., v,=m/2, vZ=-m-ss,. 
2 
Thus Qnkm(Z) = (c~~~J’~J~( 1 - Iz) + BkmGk,,J$( 1 - E)) in the notation of 
case (I). 
PROPOSITION 5.9. bkm = 0. 
Proof: G,,(u)=u’-“F(1 +a-~, 1 +/J--C, 2-c, u). Here c=+(m+ 1 -Sk) 
with m 3 2, sk E iR. Thus Gkm(u) has a branch pole at u = 0, 
so Gkm($( 1 - iZ)) does at Z = -i. But ~krn(S)=Cnm=Of~m+*n(-~k) 
(e m,m+2nllle,,,,+~nl12)~ where e,,m+2n=((Z+i)/(Z+i))n(F-~)-m and 
Ile ,,,+2,112=(271)(4/4”)(1/2)((T(n+ l)r(m- I))/r(n+m)). Using the 
recursion relation (2.8 1) for fir; 2n, one sees that the power series converge 
uniformly on compacts, so Qkm is an antiholomorphic function on lj -. 
Thus it cannot have a branch pole and pkm = 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.10. ctkm = C;I( -2i)-“’ r(m), where C, = (2x)(4/4”‘) 
(l/2) r(m - 1). 
Prooj 
Let F= -i and use t;kJO) = 1, fkm( --A,) = 1 to conclude the above. 1 
Remark. Since Gk,,, weakly approaches pm, the normalized H-invariant 
element in W(.sm), we must have C; ‘( - 2i) + T(m) F,,(f( 1 - iz)) 
approach pm. It is not hard to check that (Z)-““* spans ker H. So pm = 
A,‘(.?-“‘*, wh ere A, = ($,, p,). It is also not hard to check that 
Fkm(U) -+ (1 - 2u)-“‘* as k --, 0 pointwise. So @,, + C; ‘( - 2i) --m 
fJm)(iY)p”‘2. This is compatible iff 
A, = C,( -2i)” i”‘*(r(m))-‘. 
This may be checked directly in the disc model, 
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and (T,(.P’*)l) =(4/4”) iP”“*(2QmjD (2*- 1))“‘I* (1 -r2)mp2rdrd0. So 
A, = (1/2)(2rc)(4/4”)( -i)-“‘I* (2i)” (l/(m - 1)). This does equal the 
previous expressions since rn is even. 
LEMMA 5.11. bt” = (Op(rjm)uk, uk) ~l~~(i/2)~~‘*A,(T((1/2)(m+ 
l-Sk))~(-Sk)l~(m----k)~((1/2)(1-Sk))), 
Proof 6:” = (lim.,, ((l/27-) ~T,G+kn~ ut@km) dt)KOp(~,) uk, u/c). 
Now U,f(.F) = a,($ eO,)f(Z) = e-“‘f(e-“F) in the h-model. Moreover 
$m=(Z-i)pm, lQkm(Z)I =O(IZJ~~‘~) as z -+ cc and Q&Z) is regular. So I I 
IU,@,,I Q C(1 + lZl)rm’2, C independent of t. It follows that U, Qkm . ICI,,, is 
dominated by the function (1 + 121)-3”‘2~L1(hP, dv,). 
Now as t-, +co, i(1 - &*‘2) + 4, a regular value for Fkm. So 
(I)~, U,Qk,) = O(epmr) as t--f cc. 
On the other hand, if t -+ -cc, $( 1 - iep2’Z) + co, a singular point. To 
see how emi*’ @km(e’Z) behaves as t --) 00, we use the connection formula 
F(a, 6, c, z) = 
f(c) T(b -a) 
f~b)f~c-u)(-~)--uF(a, l+a--c, l+u-b,z-‘) 
+ f(c) r(a - b) 
ITu)T(c-b)(-z)pbF(b, l+b-c, l+b-a,z-‘). 
Since F(a, 6, c, 0) = 1 we readily get 
Here a = m/2, b = m/2 + sk, c = $(m + 1 - sk). 
Evidently the average is (T(c)f(b-u)/T(b)lJc-~))(i~/2)-“/~. Now 
note that (if/2))“‘* = (i/2)-“‘* A,p,. 1 
6. INTERCHANGING LIMITS AND FINAL REMARKS 
If we put together the results of Sections 3 and 4 we see that 
Qm) - (4%) PLP 
n,n(du,) - (oP(ll/m) uk> uk) pm 
(***I 
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while the time average satisfies 
n,\,(dUky = c, ‘2(“+ ‘)i2clk,(l& u,) p:\ 
n,(dUk)ave = (“P(lc/,) uk, uk) akm(i/2)pm’2 A, 
r((1/2)(m + 1 -Sk)) r( -sk) 
‘T(m/2-sk)r((1/2)(1-sk)~,’ 
(****) 
Here all constants are quite explicit, and one can in fact determine their 
limits as k -+ co. In fact, the question of whether averaging commutes with 
taking the high eigenvalue limit can now be answered by directly taking the 
limits and comparing. 
To state the result, we need some notation. Let us use the notation 
limk f(k) = limk g(k) to mean that whenever a subsequence {ki} exists so 
that one side has a limit as i-* co, then so does the other along this 
subsequence, and the limits are the same. Then we have 
THEOREM 6.1 
G:n,(dU,) = Iim lim L 1’ 
r+m k 2T PT G: %(dU.+)> (1) 
where n,. is projection onto the continuous series subspace; 
G:n,(dUk) = C, lim lim - T o. k :lT iI, G:nm(dU,), (11) 
where 71, is projection onto Y(s,). Here C, = 2 -“‘I’. 
ProoJ: (I) From (***) and (****) we see that the limits commute iff 
C,-‘2(“+‘)/2clk, -+ 1. We can check this indirectly. Equation (***) implies 
c; l 12 cos %I cs’+ 1 )‘2 $/&I, + 1, where p, is the density of #, and where 
tLk,(%) = ak,Fk((( 1 - cos %)/2) + Bk,Gkl(( I - cos %)/2). On the other hand, it 
is straightforward to find the weak limits of Fk,(( 1 - cos %)/2) and 
(/Ik,/c+) Gk[(( 1 - cos %)/2) as k + co. Indeed, 
lim Fkl(z) = (1 - 2~)-((~‘+ “j2), IZI < l/2 
k-m 
(6.1) 
Granted (6.1), we see that C;’ 12 cos %I(sr+“‘2 ctklFkj -+ 1. But the limit is 
even under %-+n-9, so so (6.1) lim,,, Fk,((l-cos%)/2)= 
lcos 91 -((.v+ IM2). Therefore C; ‘2(‘!+ “‘2clk, -+ 1. Together with Lemma 5.5 we 
get bg’- (u:, u,), proving (I). 
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As for (6.1), the first limit is proved by writing out the hypergeometric 
series F(a, b, c, z) = C,“&((a), (b),/(c),)(z”/n!). For our a = h(l + So), 
b = i + Sk - S,/2, c = 1 + is,, the series converges uniformly for Iz( <i. 
Taking the limit under the sum sign gives the result. 
The second limit formula is also routine but more involved. First, we 
have, by Proposition 5.7, that tlk/ = (1 - A)/& where A = T(c) r( --a - b)/ 
L’(c - a) T(c - b), B = T(c) T(a + b - c)/T(a) T(b). Use of the asymptotic 
expansion f (z + tx)/r( z + /I) = z “-p( 1 + O(z-‘)) shows that (1 - A)/B = 
BI(2xk(Sk)S’) + o(S,‘). 
On the other hand, the connection formula F(u, b, c, z)= 
(l-z)(‘-U-bF(c-u,c-b,c,z)gives 
(6.2) 
Similar to the above, the hypergeometric factor tends to (cos f3)(s’+it’z 
for 101 <n/2. Thus (flk[,uk[) G,,(( 1 - COS 8)/2) = 4”(S,) -“‘(Sill 0) --Sk/2 
(cos 0)(“+ ‘)” + O(s;‘) for 0~ [0, 7r/2]. (O(s;‘) means SF’ times an L’ 
function.) 
Now in computing the weak limit of @k, it suffices to integrate against 
smooth even n-periodic functions. Thus it suffices to consider 
lim k + m(@k,hk,) j-t’* Gk,((l - cos 0)/2)f(e) de)) for such f: Now we easily 
see that iff is Cl and supp f c [0, n/2 -E] for some E > 0, then the integral 
is O&s;‘). So the support of the weak limit of (/?kJ~k,) Gk[ must be {n/2}. 
But for any f E [0, ~1, the integral J$-,(fl&kl) &,f do is clearly O(E"') 
independently of k if s, is imaginary, and O(E”*) l,skl -“I if s, E (0, 1). Either 
way we see that the weak limit of (/3kJ~kI) G,,=O. 1 
(II) We can check if the limits commute directly from (****). Indeed 
ctkm(i/2))mlZ Am(r((1/2)(m+ 1 -sk) r(-sk)/r(m/2-sk) r((1/2)(1 -sk))) 
tends to g,(Q)“‘* A, as k+ co, where u.,= C;1(-2i)p” r(m) 
(Proposition 5.10 and the asymptotics of ratios of r-functions). But 
a,,(iP) ~ m/2&=2-4 (see Proposition 5.10). This gives (II). 1 
Thus the limits T + cc and k + co of (1/2T) jr, G~n,(dU,) commute up 
to nonzero scalars C,. This is all one really needs to use the averaging 
method. 
The main question that remains is whether (UC, u,) + 0 and 
(Op(tj,) ukr uk) -+O as k+ co. This is true for all (I, m) along a sub- 
sequence of density 1 of {$} (independent of (1, m)). Consequently, the 
existence of a subsequence of density 0 for which the limits are nonzero is 
exactly the obstruction for the averaging method to turn Op(u) into the 
scalar 5 plus a compact error. 
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